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Cinema and its actors
García Figar
Cinema has been hijacked by its actors. Successfully and 
gloriously, in their opinion. And who are we to disabuse them 
of this idea? On the one hand, we find actors who have been 
lured into movie-making by the sacred hunger of self-interest, 
people who refuse to resign themselves to financial mediocrity, 
and even less so to their unfitness for work. Cinema, they 
think, will meet their humblest ambitions. Any ‘smart guy’ 
can aspire to a role in it! It’s a good business that requires little 
work and can also be fun, in fact. Which Spaniard doesn’t think 
himself willing and able to perform a heroic act? However, this 
tendency (which is racial in its origins) can easily fail if it is 
badly planned or organized. 
But the supposed ‘stars’ (there are so few of them shining in 
the heavens of film-making!) possess another, higher and 
more fragile purpose: that of celebrity. It must be so exciting 
to see oneself on the big screen: either well-dressed or badly 
undressed, invited out, flattered, praised, in love and speaking 
in their own voice, listening to themselves and hearing, amongst 
the crowd, their first name or a business pseudonym. Publicity 
binges often give birth to so many other kinds of binges.
Even so, greedy or exhibitionist attempts in this direction have 
not always been feasible in the real world (and the latter even 
less so than the former). Being a cinema actor, a star, is not about 
appearing in showbiz, comedy or drama to act out a role, an 
idea or a human being. It’s about knowing how to portray them, 
in their entirety; living the way they live, just as their creator 
presents them, just as they were themselves. Not long ago we saw 
on screen a Don Juan Tenorio who was played as an amusing 
puppeteer, and a Doña Inés portrayed as a lady who was even 
stuffier and more frivolous than the busybodies from Monipodio. 
Tirso de Molina would have never recognized them as his own 
creations, nor would have Zorrilla have acknowledged them 
as his muse’s adoptive children. If an action is only executed 
out of self-interest, it will never achieve perfection, because its 
foundations have already been ruined. Whenever any action is 
preceded by attempts at exhibitionism, it will simply turn out as 
exaggeration, mannerism and muscular tension — something 
that makes any performance unattractive. 
Any actor, any star, should adopt the phrase ‘forget yourself ’ 
as his motto for acting; that is to say, impersonality. While it is 
true that personal characteristics should be used to help play 
the role, the ‘self ’ should not be visible; it must be hidden and 
forgotten, as it is the worst enemy of acting. There is no doubt 
that this total stripping of the self requires specific personal 
conditions, such as a complete knowledge of oneself, an 
accurate, intuitive sense of the role, the historical period, the 
atmosphere, behavior and the corresponding ability to embody 
all this within oneself as a whole. And not just as a superficial 
costume, but rather as a substance that is absorbed and brought 
to life. Failing to excel in all these areas will only lead actors into 
vulgarity, absurdity and ridiculousness.
The ‘embodiment and re-embodiment’ of roles requires a 
great deal of study, observation and experience. The actor 
must immerse himself in the environment where the actual 
characters exist. And if this environment no longer exists, then 
the actor should explore others that most closely resemble it, 
and which preserve most of its features. The ‘ways of being’ 
of the old aristocrats are not quite like those of the ‘new rich.’ 
There is no comparison. ‘Military psychology’ has essential 
differences — it is achieved through a twofold discipline: inner 
and outer. This discipline subordinates the person’s own will to 
someone else’s, and toughens up the physique, lending agility 
and looseness to all its movements and cadenced rhythms. The 
military man is not his uniform or his rank, he is defined by a 
peculiar ‘behavior’ that is exclusive to a certain social status. 
What’s more, many military families possess a rich vein of 
correctness, nobility, chivalry and honor, one which even 
includes women and children. Playing the part of a military 
man means becoming a soldier, absorbing ‘military behavior’ 
so deeply that it comes to constitute another self. How many 
actors have considered that? Many of them just put on the 
costume and think that they’ve achieved their aim. That is why 
most of the soldiers we see on screen are mere caricatures or 
masks: they represent all the worst of the profession but none 
of the best. And the same must be said about playing teachers, 
priests and solicitors. In such a liberal age, we have never known 
any roles better for theatrical and cinema performance than 
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those of Rabelais or Galdós. The image of the ‘popular’ actor is 
falsified in its very conception, and it has been butchered of its 
tiniest details because it has been inspired by a character that 
is least representative of the ‘popular’ role: the pure-bred show-
off. Are we to deny the ‘popular’ actor his psychology, based 
on tradition, the wisdom of the time, the long-established 
experience and the spiritual elevation that has lain at the 
bottom of his soul for centuries?
A good actor is acknowledged because of his ‘capacity for 
absorption,’ an intense perfection that is achieved by few. The 
immense majority of them never ‘get into’ their role, instead 
they simply play it superficially. This flaw becomes clear in the 
metamorphosis that the actor undergoes during the course 
of the scene. In many ways, the actor will find himself changing, 
different, and the audience will also notice this, thinking that they 
are watching various characters, but played by only one actor.
And so, should we create ‘drama schools’? Actors are not 
taught, nor can they be improvised. An actor is born an actor; 
he comes into the world possessing the basic talents required 
for the stage. But those talents are like rough diamonds: they 
need to be polished and shaped.
First, they must be searched for, and once they’ve been found, 
they should be taken to the ‘drama school’ to be shaped and 
polished. This polishing, however, is not an experience, or a 
kind of gymnastics — it’s work, methodical, hard but flexible 
work on those innate talents, forcing them to offer their best. 
Don’t singers also have to do undergo such methodical training, 
involving all manner of hardship and privations? 
A good actor should be a decent type, good-looking, with 
perfect limbs, a harmonious body, graceful in his movements 
and flexible, with a clear, well-modulated voice, correct, 
disciplined, and above all entirely natural. He should possess 
good manners and tact in large amounts. He should be 
sensitive but not hysterical, vehement but not reckless, emotive 
but not lachrymose, brave but not arrogant, composed but not 
cowardly, loving but not foolish, pensive but not scheming, 
prompt but not hasty, and relaxed but never too laid-back. 
I admit that some people will not accept my opinions as I write 
this. Because instead of portraying perfect men, isn’t drama 
all about despicable, weird, crazy, ugly men? Like real men 
are? But the ones meant to play them shouldn’t be like that, 
because they would not make the cut. A real character might 
be flawed, morally or physically, but the imitation shouldn’t be, 
because it is fictive, and fiction should seek perfection. Acting 
and performance require perfect flaws, which in turn require 
a perfect balance between extreme exaggeration and a fearful 
taciturnity. Just because the drunk speaks dully, vaguely and 
falteringly, should the actor do the same? If that were the case, 
cinema would be ideal for the deaf and the hard of hearing. 
The viewer must understand every word clearly, with the right 
intonation, and every syllable comprehensible. There are some 
actors who can do perfect drunk voices — even though they 
are faked — and if they keep on doing movies, they’ll probably 
end up having to get treatment for their vocal cords. The public 
should receive perfection within the limits of performance. Can 
Don Juan Tenorio be portrayed as an ugly man, with buck teeth, 
skinny legs, and a shrill, feminine voice? That’s what we saw 
in one movie about Don Juan Tenorio. And a man with buck 
teeth and skinny legs can’t make a woman fall in love with him, 
nor can a man with a shrill, feminine voice swear grand oaths 
or perform great exploits (even if they might be reprehensible 
in nature). Thus, ‘ugly’ or physically flawed men with a poor 
stage presence should simply not work in the movies. That is 
my recommendation. 
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